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Other comments

Submission re proposed native vegetation. I wish to submit that
farmers like myself who own native forest as part of their
farmland and have used income from the sale of mature gum
trees for saw logs & sometimes posts and firewood for private
farm use,seem to be caught up & prevented from taking
advantage of what has contributed to farm income since
settlement. These trees have been grown to take advantage of
being selectively harvested generally after about 70 years & have
been managed for this particular purpose and logged with the
ongoing forest growing in mind. Always allowing for the smaller
trees to grow to maturity. These privately self generating
hardwood lots would not be there if farmers in the past had not
valued them for the their commercial value. They generally abut
stat forest that has been managed for a similar purpose. I submit
the difference between these and plantation trees is that the

farm trees are not growing in a straight line & are selectively
harvested, and that the right of the owners to harvest and
receive income should be similar. It should be kept in mind that
considerable municipal rates & charges are paid by the farmer for
the privilege of owning this land.
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